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HIGHLIGHTS
 The paper introduces a reliable system,
providing a sufficient solution for the
associated nodes during hand-offs.
 It investigates different QoS mechanisms,
deploying each mechanism into various
interfaces, and overall network performance
when nodes switch between available
interfaces.
 It compares overall performance and
feasibility of QoS mechanisms with the
single-homed
and
multi-homed
networks/nodes (site/host multi-homing)
fluctuating resource availability.
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ABSTRACT
The user’s hand-off is still an arguable issue that many mobile communication
systems face, especially with the exploded growth of users and internet-based
applications. Hence, there is a critical need for adequate quality of service (QoS)
to meet the stringent requirements. This paper aims to study the overall
performance and feasibility of several QoS mechanisms with the single-homed
and multi-homed networks/nodes fluctuating resource availability. It investigates
the adaptability of multi-interfaced multi-homed techniques to enhance the
essential governing parameters, i.e., throughput, end-to-end latency, processing
time, and jitter. Moreover, the paper introduces an interface selectivity technique
for the multi-homed node to adopt the optimal interface, which offers the best
services to explore the enhancements of the overall network performance. The
overall results show how the introduced mechanism managed to keep the
communication going on the multi-homed node. Furthermore, the results show
that site multi-homing provides a better overall end-to-end latency over host
multi-homing as it supports the entire network.
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1. Introduction
For simultaneous internet ubiquity, reliable communication is required; therefore, various techniques and equipment were
invented [1][2]. Hence, integration between the technologies is required to achieve the targeted objective. Usually, the
communication paths will be directed to another interface due to connection losses or changes in network status. Researchers
proposed many technologies to utilize available resources, meaning to make the best use of the bandwidth (BW) available
[3][5]. Several techniques were suggested to adopt the best protocols based on the connectivity type or user’s priorities [5].
The network's performance is highly based on its interfaces which require various resources with different costs. There is
always a trade-off between the users’ required QoS and the cost-effectiveness. The interface performance changes depending
on the accessing ranges. In the wireless communication networks, the associated users nominate the best available interfaces
and their suitability according to specific conditions, e.g., mobility and condition change [6]. The user equipment (UE) can
adopt the best interface/s to obtain the best network resources and maintain its QoS. On the other hand, Internet traffic rates are
growing rapidly globally with a wide variety of internet-demanding applications. To overcome the limitations compelled by
multimedia applications and maintain high QoS, the network, end systems, and users should process successful handed-over
techniques. The networking QoS mechanisms provide the required tools to manage and control resources efficiently. Hence,
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resources management [7] is important to enhance the required services for data-hungry applications, explode the number of
users and balance the simultaneous network-demanding rates with resource availability. This paper is organized as follows; in
the next section, we discussed the related literature, following it up with the design methodology section. Then we showed and
discussed the results in section 4, and finally, we concluded the research findings in section 5.

2. Related literature
Single-homing technique [8] was the first Internet-access technique approved with which the single-homed network
communicates with only one Internet Service Provider (ISP) to access all the targeted ends. Due to limited resources, the
network will deliver poor performance, e.g., the scarcity of end-to-end routes due to high demands. Later, the multi-homing
technique [9] was proposed to present a reliable system with better performance in delivering the required services. Figure 1
depicts multi-homing architecture. It is worth noting that the end node can be linked to multiple ISPs to establish reliable
internet access [11][11].

Figure 1: Multi-homing architecture

Multi-homing users associate with multiple ISPs via multiple networks demanding various services. However, the user
compares the available services provided by multiple ISPs in terms of cost-effectiveness, security, and QoS, prioritizing the
best ISP. In case of connection failure or insufficiency of the internet provider, the node will keep its ongoing internet access
connection using another associated internet provider alternatively. The multi-homing technique has associated mechanisms
with providing alternative routes upon connection failure by redirecting traffic to an available connection and has the required
mechanisms to select the best route whenever more than one route is available [12]. This strategy provides load-balancing with
the possibility of distributing the traffic onto the available number of associated ISP links, e.g., the system administrator can
prioritize the important traffic by linking it with a certain interface and registering it to a preferable ISP. However, achieving a
stable connection with a smooth hand-off is essential. Multi-homing is classified into; host multi-homing, with which the host
has several network interfaces, and site multi-homing, with which the entire network has redundant paths [13]. In conclusion,
multi-homing is becoming more preferred for the networks and the end nodes. The multi-homing technique enables the
communication networks to deliver highly qualified services, improve the speed [14] and enhance the stability of services to
the nodes [15]. It reveals the multi-homing practicability and its capability in avoiding connection failure, providing userreachability, and selecting the right ISP [16]. Multi-homing can be utilized with the mobile IP to obtain reliable and scalable
connectivity and achieve the required internet ubiquity, leading to enhancing the communication network performance. Hence,
mobile IP was proposed to support the Internet's host mobility, and it has both IPv6 and IPv4 protocols. The home address
addresses the home gateway as a home agent, while the visiting gateway is a foreign agent [17]. Thus, the multi-homing
concept provides an added value by registering the visiting agents as home agents at the repeatedly visited destinations.

3. Design methodology
One of the Internet's most distinguishing features is its networking technology diversity. Therefore, it is arguable whether
the Internet can supply an ultimate end-to-end QoS. If the prevalence of the QoS-capable technology reaches a sufficient
degree, this implies that the core internet may be able to provide a certain level of service. It is worth noticing that there are
many network solutions at the network's edges. QoS can be characterized as a set of precisely specified metrics such as data
loss, latency, jitter, and network resource utilization linked to the sensation or notion of quality that a network user has. The
most difficult aspect of defining QoS as a function of the measures and the human factor is defining it as a function of both. In
general, when we describe networks, QoS indicates that a user of a service obtains a predetermined network’s resources,
delivering the users’ packets to the destinations within the given parameters and performance limitations [18]-[21]. Because of
the current software improvements and the emergence of new services with increased commercial activities, QoS and Class of
Service (CoS) [24] are supposed to be added to the Internet. Below is a classification for multi-home technologies:

3.1 Differentiated Service (diffserv)
It is a set of technologies that enable ISPs to provide various types of services to various customers and related traffics.
The differentiated service (DiffServ) is designed to provide a modular solution to IP QoS for various applications. Its protocols
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are designed to allow scalability and service recognition on the Internet without requiring a per-flow state or signaling at each
hop [25][27]

3.2 Integrated service (Intserv)
The rise of various spectrum-hungry or latency-sensitive applications necessitates the availability of adequate QoS or other
network performance assurances. Hence the integrated service (IntServ) was proposed [28]. The adopted resource reservation
protocol (RSVP) with IntServ is an example of this service. The IntServ mechanism has proposed several service types;
however, only two were defined: a) An assured service with a guaranteed scale of BW, a definite end-to-end latency
restriction, and no lining-up losses for the traffic’s corresponding packets. b) A controlled-load service that offers no
quantitative association assurances but strives to supply the traffic with a service quality comparable to a lightly laden network.

3.3 Intserv-diffserv
The telecom community adopts the assumption that IntServ and DiffServ mechanisms cannot solely support a multiple
services network architecture [29]. As a result, a proposal was made to merge the two mechanisms, employing the IntServ at
the network's edge and DiffServ within the core network. The most used reference model for supporting the IntServ-DiffServ
collaboration in the state-of-the-art involves a DiffServ area in the center of two IntServ-supported regions, as illustrated in
Figure 2.

Figure 2: IntServ-DiffServ architecture

The work in this paper thoroughly investigates the OoS for these three services in several simulation scenarios. In our
previous work [30], we compared wireless communication models with IntServ, DiffServ, and IntServ-DiffServ services and
discussed the difference in their performance. In this paper, we proceed to evaluate QoS mechanisms thoroughly based on
communication performance improvement under multi-homed networking and fluctuating resource availability and how to
merge these mechanisms within the communication network to ensure the delivery of the optimal end-to-end QoS to the users.
We studied the main QoS parameters to evaluate the overall network performance, i.e., the throughput of producing packets,
end-to-end latency, packet processing time at intermediary nodes, and disconnecting jitter. The implementation is as follows:
The correspondence node (CN), represented by the laptop and PC in figure 2, sends information to the multi-homed network or
the multi-homed node over the core network. The received traffic performance will be investigated concerning single or multihomed destinations. In both cases, the QoS will be carried out within the network; traffics of best-effort (no QoS guarantees),
DiffServ, IntServ, and IntServ-DiffServ are all options. One case considers the destination has a single interface and is singlehomed (router or node). The other case scenarios will have the destination a multi-homed router (i.e., site multi-homing) or a
node (host multi-homing) with multiple interfaces to connect with the CN and compare the overall results. The multi-homing
scenarios are implemented as; the multi-homed end-node is connected to several interfaces, and the link goes down every five
seconds. This scenario allows the handover analysis to the communication network. As a result of the link breaking down, the
node needs to switch from one link to another to keep the communication going. The links were set with different QoS’s,
starting from the best-effort link to the DiffServ only link, the IntServ link, and finally the IntServ-DiffServ link. The
introduced mechanism of interface selectivity in this paper considers the QoS offered by each interface. The proposed
mechanism gives the node the ability to maintain the communication going on the multi-homed node along with the hand-off
between the access points. Moreover, the mechanism keeps the throughput at an acceptable level as much as possible and
reduces the overall end-to-end latency to as minimal as possible. The interface(s) selectivity considered its influential
parameters based on the path characteristics that the targeted interface(s) are connected to. The coming section explains the
feasibility of multiple interfaces with the multi-homing, demonstrating the benefits of this strategy to increase communication
reliability and improve network performance.

4. Simulation results and Discussion
The simulation results are based on the Network Simulator (N2). As mentioned previously, the simulation results will
compare both the site multi-homing versus the single-homing scenario and the host-Multihoming versus the single-homing
scenario. Simulation time was 32 s, whereas a longer time was set for jitter examinations to achieve the best accuracy. The
dedicated interfaces were assumed for each mechanism in multi-homing scenarios.
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4.1 Single homing Vs. Site multi-homing
This case investigated two communications that took place. The first is between the CN with a single-homed and besteffort destination (a router with one interface). The second is with CN with a multi-homed router (i.e., the site Multi-homing),
which has multiple interfaces to communicate with the CN. The router is connected to the other nodes in the network, and it is
responsible for the node registration while the network moves from one point to another. Similarly, when one of the
connections fails, the site multi-homed destination is switched to the most adequate associated link of the four mechanisms’
links to communicate with the CN. The results for the performance parameters are shown below:
4.1.1 Throughput of Generating packets at CN
The results in Figure 3 show the producing packets’ throughput at the CN against the simulation time in single homing and
site multi-homing scenarios. It shows the graphs for single-homed with a best-effort destination (a router with one interface)
and site multi-homed with various mechanisms destination (a router with multiple interfaces). Both graphs begin with the besteffort technique. The two scenarios begin with the best effort; then, the link breaks down after 5 seconds. As illustrated in
Figure 3, there is a noticeable difference in the network performance when the connection drops at second 5, demonstrating the
behavior of the two scenarios. In the single-homed, the connection stayed down for 25 seconds, after which the destination
must register and receive acknowledgment (i.e., link recovery) from every two intermediatory nodes, resulting in the next link
recovery taking about 32 seconds. However, with the site multi-homing, we observe that the destination can redirect its
communication to other paths when the connection fails, resulting in a highly reliable connection guiding to high performance.
Additionally, we observe a distinct throughput value every 5sec, as the router switches among various interfaces with different
QoS mechanisms every 5 seconds. Thus, the throughput for the site multi-homing network was better than the best-effort
network.

Figure 3: Throughput of generating packets at CN Vs. time

4.1.2 Jitter
Figure 4 shows the variation in the time delay between when a signal is transmitted and when it's received over the
network connection for the two scenarios through simulation time. Both cases show the same start of the simulation jitter, but
when the initial connection fails, the jitter jumps in the case of the single-homed scenario, as shown in Figure 4, around time
100 sec. However, the jitter stays around the same values in the case of the multi-homed router, as the router can switch to
another interface. Hence, the jitter for the site multi-homing network was better than the best-effort network.

Figure 4: Simulation time Vs. jitter
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4.1.3 End-to-end latency
Figure 5 shows the end-to-end latency over the simulation time for the two proposed scenarios. Similarly, the two
scenarios show the same start in the first 5 seconds, as they both use the same interface. However, after t= 5 sec, the singlehome case shows a steady end-to-end delay as the CN keeps trying to reach the router with no reply (i.e., it reaches the last
point where the connection was on before). This is an indication of ineffective engagement in the communication process.
Whereas the site multi-homed router, after t=5 sec, continued to engage with the communication process showing different
variations in the end-to-end delay and some edges every 5 seconds as it moves from one access point to another. But, the
overall advantage of keeping the communication going makes it a much better choice than the single-homed scenario.

Figure 5: end-to-end latency

4.2 Single homing vs. Host multi-homing scenarios
In this section, the performance of the CN communication with the single-homed node and multi-homed node (i.e., host
multi-homing) was investigated. The same parameters examined in the previous section will be examined in this section. In
this case, the destination has multiple interfaces to communicate with the CN.
4.2.1 Throughput of generating packets at CN
Figure 6 depicts the various throughput values of the two scenarios. The simulations start with best-effort QoS. After 5
seconds, the connection is cut off and stays off up to 25 seconds in the single-homed case. The destination requires links
registration and recovery to maintain the connection with the CN; thus, the communication starts again after approximately 12
seconds. However, the multi-homed node can switch among different interfaces to preserve the communication with the CN.
The result shows that the node managed to keep the communication going along with the entire time. Although the figure
shows the throughput drops while the node moves from one access point to another (i.e., from one link to another with
different QoS’s), the node maintains ongoing communication with the CN with minimum cost.

Figure 6: Throughput of generating packets at the CN Vs. time
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4.2.2 Jitter
Figure 7 illustrates the difference between the simulation jitter in the single-homed and multi-homed cases. As discussed
previously, the multi-homed host shows better (i.e., steady) jitter over the simulation time, as it managed to switch between
different interfaces according to which one is available. However, for the second time, the single-homed host shows a jump in
the simulation jitter when the node lost its connection (i.e., the interface failed or cut off). After that, the node will lose
communication until the link is up again after 20 seconds.

Figure 7: Simulation event time Vs. jitter

4.2.3 End-to-end latency
Similarly, figure 8 depicts the end-to-end latency and how the multi-homed node with IntServ, DiffServ, and IntServDiffServ mechanisms maintains ongoing communication with the CN. However, there are some edges due to the handover
from one access point to another. Moreover, the single-homed node loses communication after the 5th second as the link goes
down. The end-to-end latency in the single-homed case remains constant until the links are on again and the nodes start the
communication all over again, around the 32nd second of the simulation time.
The noticeable impact of these parameters on the overall network performance; the results are comparable to the finding
mentioned previously, explaining how the various mechanisms perform regarding processing, latency, distances, system
throughput, and jitter.

Figure 8: end-to-end latency

5. Conclusion
Multi-homing technology presents a remarkable enhancement for overall communication performance. Therefore, it is
extremely useful to study the performance of the multi-homed networks, as it represents the current wireless communication
networks. However, there is still an urgent need for comprehensive studies to address the weak points, state the required
procedures, and develop a decent communication system to meet the essential requirements with adequate performance. This
paper thoroughly studied different QoS mechanisms; best-effort, DiffServ, IntServ, and IntServ-DiffServ. It studied the effects
of deploying each one of them into various interfaces and how the overall network performance would be increased if the node
managed to switch between them according to their availability. The paper compares two multi-homing scenarios (i.e., site
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multi-homing and host multi-homing) with the single homing scenario. Finally, the overall results show how the switching
mechanism defined in this paper managed to maintain ongoing communication between the CN and the multi-homed node,
showing how the network's overall performance was improved almost perfectly.
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